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K. HABICHT

OIL SHALE MINES AND THEIR REALIZABLE PRODUCTION

The production of Estonian oil shale depends on its marketing opportunities. The

realizable production is a function of the oil shale price, which in turn depends on

production costs. The latter are dependent on which mines are producing oil shale

and on the volume of production.
~ The purpose of the present article is to analyze which mines should operate under

various realizable production scenarios and what should be their annual output so that

the total cost of oil shale production (including maintenance at idle mines) is

minimized. This paper is also targeted at observing the change in the average

production cost per ton of oil shale depending on the realizable output.
The calculations are based on data for the first four months of 1993, as collected

by N. Barabaner (Estonian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Economy). The data

include the total production volume and production cost from the mines of RE "Eesti

Polevkivi" (State Enterprise "Estonian Oil Shale"). They also project expenses from

mine closings in case of conservation. The latter costs were allocated among mines

in djrect proportion to their respective number of employees.

1. Statement of the Problem and Initial Data

Define the problem as the economic optimization of the distribution of annual

realizable oil shale quantity D; between mines i = 1,...,9, i.e. the pursuit of

minimum total mining (and, if necessary, closing) costs. Let the rated capacity of

a given mine be D, ton per year. The variables sought are the utilizationcoefficients

x; (0 < x; <1) of the individual mines.

Assume that the production costs, denoted by a,, are linearly dependent on the

annual outputDyx; of the mine.

А = х,4,С,+(1-4)С, (1)

И k€x <l,

A =P, 2)

if x,=o,

where C, - production costs in case of nominal capacity of mine i,
kroons a year;

4; - conditionally changing part of mining costs;

К, - coefficient restricting the minimal annual production of an

operating mine /;
P, - expenses for shutting down mine i, kroons a year.
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If x,=l (when a mine is operating at full capacity), then production costs 4,;=C,
and if the mine is idled, the corresponding costs (maintenance costs and

unemployment benefits) are P,.

Production cost g, is expressed as follows:

—° -і.‘+(l_Ч')В‚ Х,
« об

Let

СgI
D,

then

1
al = qlai,o+(l —ql)ai,o;)

i

where а,, - О shale cost in an operating mine iat its full capacity, kroons per
ton.

If one consider that conventionally g, = ¢ = 0.5, then

a; 1
= —* (I+—).% 2( xi)

If to minimize the costs of producing oil shale into an objective function:

Y A ——> min,
› .

on condition that

> xD, = DŽ,j =1,....11,
i

where the following eleven annually realizable amounts of oil shale have been

studied

jo 123.456.7 89 10 H
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Parameters Sompa Viru Tammiku

i=1 i=2 i=3

Rated capacity (D), mill.t per year ш 133

Production cost per year (C), EEK

mill. 54.1 76.3 52.3

Expenses for closing down a mine

(P), EEK mill./a year -

Minimal expected annual output

(kD), mill.t 1.30 0.90

Cost (a), EEK/t, if the annual

output (mill.t) is: _

D; 45.1 41.0 38.7

kD, 67.6 49.8 48.4

Notes:

1. In case the mines of Tammiku and Kohtla, where the resources will be exhau:

2. The minimum estimated annual output is, as a rule, determined by the so-call

"Eesti Polevkivi" ("Estonian Oil Shale").

NNйTable1.InitialDataoftheProblemParametersSompaViruTammikuAhtmeKohtlaEstoniaSirgalaNarvaAidui=li=2i=3i=4i=si=6i=7i=Bi=9Ratedapaeity(D),millspeegeae]120]ee]13s]200|110]seo|360|250[310|Productioncostperyear(C),EEKmill.54.176.352.390.834.3270.0108.889.8®Expensesforclosingdownamine;(P), EEKmill./aуеаг24.0Ё®Minimalexpectedannualoutputš(kD),mill.t1.301.200.753.402.502.4028Cost(a),EEK/t,iftheannualRoutput(mill.t)is:š̀D; 45.141.038.745.4ЗТ50.030.235.938.2;kD,67.649.848.460.538.464.736.942943.8=s®Notes:юš:1.In casetheminesofTammikuandKohtla,wheretheresourceswillbeexhaustedinashortterm,itisnotexpedienttoincludetheclosingcosts.š“=2.The minimumestimatedannualoutputis,asarule,determinedbytheso-calledminimumversionoftotaloutput(12milliontonsayear)plannedbyRE3"EestiPõlevkivi"("EstonianOilShale").|̂z=o=
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The oil shale market, and consequently also the total annual output, may change.
In that case, one cannot afford to close down a mine temporarily and open it again
when the need for oil shale grows. Thus:

ifx? =0

then it shall be

0V
Xi

either in case of every /=1,...j—1
or in case of every 1=j+1,...,11.

It is obvious that for a given total output objective the mines with lower unit cost

are the ones to be kept in operation in order to minimize production costs. However,
the restrictions on the annual output, the last-mentioned condition and the cost of

closing down mines also have a significant impact.
Initial data for the problem are presented in Table 1.

2. Solutions of the Problem and Conclusions

The solution of the oil shale cost problem gave the results presented in Table 2.

The solutions are represented by the average cost of oil shale at different realizable

outputs (Table 2; Figure 1). Although the initial data and thus also the annual outputs
of mines are approximate values, two conclusions can be drawn from them.

Fig. 1. Average cost of oil shale at various production levels
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First average productioncosts (EEK/t) ш ой shale mines are not very dependent
on their total output.

Second —it is possible to develop a recommended list of working mines for each

potential total output case (without specifying annual output) (see Figure 2).
In the planning of actual mining, one must take into account the short-term forecast

for oil shale requirements and schedule the work at the mines so that fluctuation in

demand are met by varying production at the active mines. Also it is not reasonable

to close down mines where the resources are about to be exhausted before their

resources are completely utilized.

Considering that all mines ofRE "Eesti PGlevkivi" produce the total planned output
14.8 million tons in 1994 and that according to the moderately optimistic

forecast by E. Reinsalu, professor of the Tallinn Technical University, it is expected
that the realizable amount of oil shale will increase slowly, the temporary
conservation of the mine "Estonia" is not justified. _
If to consider also the exhaustion of the supplies in the mines of Kohtla and

Tammiku soon, it is not expedient to conserve temporarily the mines "Viru" and

"Ahtme" either.

The observance of the diagram in Figure 2 proves expedient in case the realizable

amount of oil shale for some reason continues to decrease during a longer period
of time.
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Fig. 2. Recommended working mines for various total outputs Dy


